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each line is added to the page. By sketching with scenarios,
designers can explore how products might participate in a
transaction over time, inventing features and controls as a
reaction to the unfolding social situation. In their work to
envision “what might be,” designers engage in reflection in
action (discovering the idea at the point of rendering it) and
reflection on action (stepping back to assess what they
have made as they plan their next design move) [29].
Through this creative process of conceiving and iterative
refinement, designers produce an “ultimate particular”
[34]; a unique and detailed artifact, intended to have a specific effect.

ABSTRACT

When designing novel GUI controls, interaction designers
are challenged by the “immaterial” materiality of the digital
domain; they lack tools that effectively support a reflecting
conversation with the material of software as they attempt
to conceive, refine, and communicate their ideas. To investigate this situation, we conducted two participatory design
workshops. In the first workshop, focused on conceiving,
we observed that designers want to invent controls by exploring gestures, context, and examples. In the second
workshop, on refining and communicating, designers proposed tools that could refine movement, document context
through usage scenarios, and support the use of examples.
In this workshop they struggled to effectively communicate
their ideas for developers because their ideas had not been
fully explored. In reflecting on this struggle, we began to
see an opportunity for the output of a design tool to be a
boundary object that would allow for an ongoing conversation between the design and the material of software, in
which the developer acts as a mediator for software.

Interaction designers in particular work with the material of
software, focusing on the design of controls that support
communication between people and computational systems. Borrowing from work by Djajadiningrat, Norman,
Overbeeke, and Wensveen [9, 24, 25, 38], we characterize
controls as having the following four aspects:
1. Affordance: communication of what actions a user is
capable of taking.
2. Feedforward: communication of what the outcome of an
action take might be before the user takes action.
3. Expression: ability of the user to express their intention
to the system.
4. Feedback: communication that the system has recognized the user’s action.
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INTRODUCTION

Through a creative process of ideation (sketching) and iteration (prototyping), designers engage in a “conversation
with materials” [29, 30], striving to find harmonious intersections between what is possible, acceptable, needed, and
desired. As designers conceive of a new idea or refine the
details of an existing idea, the materials they use begin to
“talk back”, revealing new opportunities and challenges.
For example, when sketching with a pencil on paper, designers can explore a product’s physical form, reacting as
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Interaction designers often create new interfaces by rearranging known controls. However, when design problems
require the creation of novel controls, designers often
struggle to have a conversation with the immaterial material of software. Most designers explore materials in a studio or a workshop, where they cut, bend, and play with a
material to develop tacit knowledge of what is possible.
However, designers cannot easily play with the material of
software, making development of tacit knowledge much
more difficult [7]. In addition, unlike materials such as
steel and plywood, the material nature of software continues to change with the development of new hardware, new
software components, and new programming languages
and environments. Finally, many interaction designers lack
the competency to effectively implement their ideas in software in order to critique them [28], significantly limiting
reflection on action. Instead, designers often find themselves handing off static, annotated, screen designs [21,
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22], before they have sufficiently refined the ideas to know
this is what they want.
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as Adobe’s Flash and Director, do not support the iterative
investigation and refinement of interactive behaviors [7].
Second, designers (non-developers) lack the fluency with
development tools to effectively sketch with the material of
software. A survey of developers and non-developers who
develop web sites reveals that non-developers often cannot
effectively implement the features they conceive, even if it
only involves arranging standard controls [28]. Third, designers have difficulty describing their desired interactive
behaviors to developers who will implement these behaviors [7, 21, 22], and we suspect this is because they do not
know what it is they want, since they have not had enough
opportunity for reflection, especially on the small details of
the interactive behaviors. In general, designers deliver
screen images that are heavily annotated with arrows and
text meant to describe the desired behavior [21, 22].

In support of new tools that improve designers’ conversation with the material of software, we conducted two participatory design workshops. The first workshop focused
on the conceiving of novel controls, and the second focused on refining the behavior of novel controls and communicating interaction designs to developers. Our findings
indicate a need for tools that better support the iterative
process of refining roughed out designs, allowing for more
reflection in action. Such tools should support the use of
motivating examples, capture gestures as explorations of
motion, and support a scenario-driven process that keeps a
focus on the user’s context.
In addition, in terms of communication between designers
and developers, we propose that design tools should frame
their output as a boundary object [33]. Boundary objects
are communicative artifacts that support dialog and consensus building between people coming from different perspectives (areas of expertise) [33,1]. Paper blueprints provide a concrete example. Architects use these within a firm
to critique ideas; they use these to engage clients in a discussion of what they propose to build, etc. The blueprint as
a boundary object helps to create a shared understanding
between people involved in the same process, but that have
different agendas and expertise. Blueprints have evolved
over time into a conventional form that has become embedded in the practice of architecture; however, such detailed, conventional artifacts do not yet exist for software
development. Framing the output as a boundary object allows the developer to become the voice of the software,
allowing the conversation with material to also include the
transfer of the concept from design to development; making the transfer a co-creative endeavor.

Additional research has explored the role of examples. Lab
studies have shown how design examples can both inspire
and help designers to develop new ideas. Designers pull
features and elements from older designs to address issues
in their new designs. Herring et al. [13] conducted a field
study on how designers use and share examples throughout
a design process to support the design of new tools. Their
work shows many breakdowns around activities such as refinding examples that are currently in use.
On Support Tools

Many researchers have developed systems to better support
the process of conceiving of and refining interaction designs. The SILK system allows designers to sketch their
layouts in a process similar to that of pencil and paper. The
system then attempts to recognize familiar controls and
give them appropriate behaviors [17]. This allows designers to rapidly create many possible layouts using conventional controls and play with the design as part of a critique. DENIM, an outgrowth of SILK, allows for conceiving and sketching of web sites at a high level [23]. This
system enables designers to work with the design of both
individual pages and with the overall structure across
pages. The DEMAIS system [2] allows designers to sketch
storyboards as a process of realizing the design of multimedia applications similar to what Shedroff characterizes
as sensorial design [31]. An evaluation of DEMAIS shows
it can support the process of conceiving of and communicating simple behaviors [3]. Two recent systems providing
fluid sketching are K-Sketch [27], which focuses on creating animations, and Sketchflow [32], which supports creating prototypes.

In this paper, we first review the literature on the design
process for interaction designers and tools intended to support their creativity. Next we detail the goals, structures,
rationales, and findings of our two workshops. Finally, we
provide a discussion of the key implications for tools intended to support conceiving, refinement, and communication of interactive controls.
RELATED WORK

Related work falls into two categories: research that details
the processes of interaction designers, and the development
of tools intended to support the interaction design process.
On Interaction Designers

As designers sketch, they engage in a conversation with
materials in a creative process of conceiving and refining
their ideas around “what might be” [29]. Researchers in the
HCI community have noted that interaction designers engage in this process of sketching, particularly at the beginning of a design process [7, 22]. However, designers experience breakdowns, which prevent effective conversation
with the material of software for three reasons. First, current tools that support prototyping interactive systems, such

Another important topic in the design of support tools has
been the construction of multiple concepts and multiple
versions of the same concept. Designer’s Outpost allows
designers to rapidly switch between different versions of a
design [16]. Parameter Spectrum shows several previews of
effects that designers can apply to modify properties such
as color and shape [35]. Design Horizons allows designers
to see previous versions of a design [35]. Finally, Parallel
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Paths allows designers to apply operations to an element
that appears in multiple versions of a design, supporting
better side-by-side comparison [36].
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together. We assigned each group a project brief and asked
them to generate five or more concepts within 30 minutes.
This requirement kept their focus on conceiving of new
ideas and prevented them from transitioning to refining a
single idea.

Our work advances the previous work by focusing specifically on the conceiving and refining of novel controls and
on creating more effective boundary objects in the communication phase. In particular, we focus on the processes of
and transitions between conceiving, refining, and communicating the design of novel controls. This focus is carried
out through our method choice of participatory design,
which augments the insights of prior work and merges
these insights in the design activity by reflecting in the
process and reflecting on the tools.

In order to motivate the design of novel, graphical controls,
we carefully constructed three project briefs. In assigning
the projects, we wanted to keep the requirements sufficiently simple to leave more space for creativity. Each
asked, at an abstract level, for the integration of two sliders
in order to control a common device. Radio required participants to design the station selection and volume controls
for a radio into a bedspread. While not traditionally graphical, the bedspread does lend itself to a 2-dimensional form
of interaction. Shower required participants to address water flow and temperature for a set of controls projected onto
the surface of a shower. Stove required participants to address selection of burner and temperature for an interface
projected onto a stovetop. While these choices might indicate a focus on creative exploration of tangible interfaces
[12,14,15], our intention was actually to get designers to
rapidly and creatively explore the possibilities of 2dimensional controls that could work on a computer screen.

PARTICIPATORY DESIGN WORKSHOPS

In order to better understand the process of conceiving,
refining, and communicating novel controls, we chose to
hold two participatory design workshops. We focused on
the conceiving part in the first workshop, and the refining
and communicating parts in the second workshop. We
looked at patterns or recurring dimensions in the first workshop to inform the framing of the second workshop. We
chose a participatory design approach for two reasons.
First, the design of novel controls is an activity that does
not happen every day within a design project, so using a
contextual inquiry approach would be difficult, as it would
be hard to recruit design teams engaged in specifically the
early phase of design. With participatory design, we could
assign a task and see how participants engaged in this
work. Second, participatory design allows us to leverage
the tacit knowledge of participants as they engage in the
assigned tasks [4, 11]. This helps to reveal subtle details of
the participants’ concerns and barriers in the performance
of the tasks. It also helps to keep the focus on the quality
and craftsmanship of the work, and not simply the speed
with which the work is completed.

After the first work session, we asked each team to present
their concepts to members of the other teams. In addition,
we asked them to reflect on techniques they considered
effective and on the most difficult challenges they faced.
Following the presentations, we asked our participants to
design a tool that could support the conceiving process in
the previous session. Our participants began this process,
still working in teams of two, but then they shifted their
strategy, engaging everyone in a discussion on the features
such a tool would need. In facilitating the discussion, we
made sure to include the acts of conceiving ideas, capturing
these ideas, and communicating these ideas within a team
and to stakeholders outside of the team.

Workshop 1 | Structure

The focus of the first workshop was on conceiving novel
controls. Participants included six professional interaction
designers (3 male, 3 female) from several local design
firms. All had degrees in design and least two years of professional experience creating screen-based interfaces such
as desktop software applications or web sites.

We concluded the workshop with a reflection-on-action
session where participants shared their reflections on the
workshop and connected their experiences in these assigned activities with experiences from their daily practice
of interaction design.

The workshop had the following structure:
1. Introduction and warm-up (20 min)
2. Reflection in action: Design of novel controls (30 min)
3. Sharing of selected concepts (10 minutes per team)
4. Design of tools to support conceiving (30 min)
5. Reflection on action: Discussion (20 min)

Following the workshop, we reviewed our notes and
watched the videos, looking for points of intersection
across the three teams. We identified four main insights:
1. Designers conceived of new ideas through explorations
of the context, grounded in a specific scenario.
2. Designers used body gestures to conceive of and communicate ideas.
3. Designers were inspired by examples they recall to motivate new designs.
4. Designers started with more conventional designs,
moved to wildly novel designs, and then moved back to a
middle point, in between novelty and convention.

Workshop 1 | Findings

In the warm-up session, participants introduced themselves,
provided some details about their current work and their
background. They then each shared a short anecdote about
designing what they considered to be a novel control.
After the warm-up, we divided the participants into three
groups, each with two designers who had never worked
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The Radio team provides a good example of gesture
through embodiment. In the process of designing the controls, they lay down on the floor, simulating the experience
of lying in bed. From this position they sketched different
interactions with their body, in one instance conceiving of
a control that operates by continuously flipping the bedspread, and in another creating an expression that involved
using both hands to wrap a pillow around the ears to communicate a desire for volume change. In all cases, these
actions focused on how users might express their intentions
to the system. Their actions align with the ideas of “experience prototyping” [6] and “bodystorming” [26].

We observed that designers constantly experimented with
context, including the environment where the larger activity that the controls support takes place, the novel placement of the controls within this environment, and different
social situations surrounding the use of the controls. With
each new framing of the context, the designers conceived
of a new set of controls. In this process of continued reframing, the designers subjectively enacted the role of the
user, creating a story of use while they created the control.
While different contexts would motivate the needs of different users, in general, the designers seemed to start with
the context to define the user instead of starting with a potential user and then defining a context.

The Stove team provides a nice example of using hand
gestures to explore how a system might use motion for
feedforward or feedback. When describing how the projection system could move the stove controls around the system in order to keep them close to the user, a team member
traced the motion of the controls through the air, creating
and communicating the motion it would take as it reacted
to the user’s change of position within the space.

For example, the Radio team experimented with different
situations where someone might find himself or herself in
bed. After exploring a person in bed alone, the team moved
to explorations of two people in bed, drawing out details of
why those people might be together (Figure 1). By subjectively placing themselves as a couple in bed together, they
conceived of a footboard control where one person expresses a desired volume and the other person expresses a
desired channel. The situation of an intimately close couple
in bed opened up the opportunity to envision a set of controls that require collaboration. Starting from the context of
two people in bed led to an idea that was very different
from the ideas generated around a single person in bed.

The Stove team also provided a good example of how designers use gestures with props. After drawing a wireframe
of a projected control on paper, one of the team members
gestured with the pen directly above the drawing, moving it
back and forth to create and communicate where menus
would appear and how users could click on buttons, changing the state of the stove. In fact, all of the participants exhibited this behavior, often using props or a pen in their
hand as they moved through a sequence of actions over
time. This type of gesture generally captured expression
and feedback, while feedforward and affordance came
from the static wireframe.
It is important to note that for the majority of these gestural
activities, there was no record of the gesture after the conceiving or communication of the design idea. The designers
had no way to capture this information.
Examples

Our findings confirm previous work claiming designers
want and use examples as inspiration and communication
[5, 13]. Across the different teams we observed the use of
examples of physical materials; examples of moving objects in the real world; and examples of feedback, feedforward, or expressions they had seen or previously experienced in another product form.

Figure 1. Drawings of Team Radio: Notice this exploratory
sketch shows the context of use and not simply the systems
interface. Note that most tools force designers to focus exclusively on the GUI

Participants used their recollection of physical materials as
a source of inspiration. For example, the Stove team talked
about the rubber membrane seen on top of buttons used by
ground crews to move a “jet way” to the door of a commercial airplane. While wrestling with the idea that the
stove controls would need to be cleaned, the team members
detailed how this rubber-like material behaves as a button
but feels like smooth glass. They talked about the aesthetic
quality of the text underneath this material, as the membrane would break down over time in considering this example’s influence on their design.

Conceiving and communicating with gestures

Participants used gestures in three distinctly different ways
as they worked to conceive new controls. First, they would
embody the user and invent a control through physical exploration of their body. Second, they would gesture with
their hands to communicate the motion they desired to see
the system perform. Third, they would gesture with props
on top of a sketch, conceiving of and demonstrating the
interplay between the various elements.
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Several teams drew from their experience of motion in the
real world to guide the design work. The Radio team used
examples of how people move their bodies to inspire designs. The Shower team discussed both the motion of skiers and the motion of people playing Dance-DanceRevolution as they conceived of and communicated novel
expressions of intent for the shower controls. They proposed one of their more extreme examples – having users
operate the shower by moving their foot across a slider that
runs the length of the shower – by matching the motion of
a cross-country skier.

April 10–15, 2010, Atlanta, GA, USA

1. Introduction (10 minutes)
2. Reflection in action: Design a tool for refining a novel
control (50 minutes)
3. Design the best form for communicating a designer’s refined design that needs to be implemented by a developer
(50 minutes)
4. Reflection on action: Presentation of tools for refinement
and communication (5 minutes per team)
We introduced the workshop by first highlighting known
issues around refinement and communication. We then provided an overview of our plan and assigned participants to
teams.

Participants used anecdotes taken from state-of-the-art
products, allowing the designer to quickly characterize a
certain kind of interactive behavior. For example, the
Shower team discussed the novel way a new Blackberry
phone’s menu behaves, using this as a starting point for
exploring interaction with the system.

In the design of a tool for refinement, we divided the participants into four teams made up of one developer and one designer. They were asked to pretend they had conceived of a
novel interface and that they needed to refine the interactions
around a small set of controls. Then, based on their subjective experience of being in this phase of a design project, we
asked them to design a tool that would best allow them to do
the work of refining the interaction.

Convention and novelty

Across the groups, we observed a pattern of teams starting
their explorations by considering very conventional controls. After exploring a few of these, they would break and
jump to extremely novel forms. As they perceived time to
be running out, they moved back towards convention, designing novel controls with some conventional properties.
For example, the Shower team started with wire frames that
showed conventional web-like buttons for controlling the
shower. They then jumped to more extreme examples like
the skiing based, full-floor slider. Then they returned to the
middle with a design that had users interact with a thermometer-like slider, where they made an upward motion
across the control to increase the water flow and for feedback used a wide bar extending to meet the slider thumb.

With the intersection of the findings of the first workshop
and the goal of focusing on the refinement in the second
workshop, we had carefully selected two design topics: an
airplane reservation system and a used car purchasing system. We also carefully prepared support materials to communicate designs with controls that needed to be refined. We
had several requirements for these materials. First, the materials needed to be specific enough that the participants could
understand them while at the same time being open enough
that they felt they could refine them without stepping back to
conceive of new controls. Second, the materials needed to be
digestible very quickly, as we wanted participants to spend
the majority of the time designing the tool and not trying to
comprehend the design and motivation within the materials.
Third, we needed controls that could not work with a simple
restructuring of known controls to keep our focus on the design of novel controls. Fourth, we wanted to include materials that matched with the activities we had observed in the
first workshop.

The underlying motive in this diverging and converging
process appeared to be a desire to create a spectrum of multiple iterations that map what is possible, acceptable,
needed, and desired, which has been previously characterized by Loewy as MAYA: Most Advanced, Yet Acceptable
[19]. In making new things, the designer has to resolve
which conventions to keep and which to challenge, and this
seems to drive part of the conversation with materials.

The materials included:
1. Interface: Static, digital wireframes of interfaces with
novel controls (Figures 2 and 3)
2. Persona: A persona with image, back-story, and goals.
3. Storyboard: A storyboard illustrating the persona engaging
the system that captures the persona’s motivation (trigger
for using the system); their context at the time of interaction; and their emotional state as an outcome of the interaction. This connects to behaviors in the first workshop,
where conceiving grew out of context and scenario construction.
4. Moodboard: A moodboard, which provides communication and inspiration for design projects by using sensorial
and visual materials [20], was provided to capture the desired brand experience for client/service provider.
5. Gesture Example: A video of hand gestures that describe

Workshop 2 | Structure

The second workshop focused on the activities of refining a
novel control and communicating the refined idea to developers. This workshop also took a traditional participatory
design approach; we asked participants to design the tools
they would use to do the work instead of having them engage
in the actual activity of refining a design and communicating
a design.
Participants included four developers (2 female and 2 male)
and four interaction designers (all male) from the local area
who all had at least two years of professional experience.
None of the participants had taken part in the previous workshop.
The workshop had the following structure:
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the motion desired on the static wireframe. This comes
from the observation that in the first workshop, designers
conceived and communicated how things should move by
moving their hands.
6. Material Example: A photo of a material connected to the
wireframe. This example was motivated by the observation
from the first workshop that materials could motivate design concepts.
7. Motion Example: A video of objects in motion. This connects to the observation in the first workshop that movement of objects can motivate the conceiving of a design.
8. Interaction Example: A video of a product with an interaction similar to the interaction desired.
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back to changes in the sliders. The material example showed
birds sitting on a power line as a material example of the
layout of the planes. Finally, the interaction example included a performer throwing cards for selection.
The refinement task focused on designing a tool for refining
these designs. Two teams worked with materials from the
airplane reservation systems and two teams worked on the
materials from the used-car purchasing system.
For the communication task, we needed to create a situation
where the designers understood the design and needed to
communicate it to the developer. Thus, we switched the
teams around. Developers who had worked on the used-car
system now partnered with designers who had worked on the
airplane reservations, and vice versa.

Figure 2 shows the wireframe for the used car-purchasing
interface. The novel controls include a timeline at the bottom
of the screen that shows repair history and a control to allow
users to change the view of the car in order to better observe
any damage or wear from use. The gesture example showed
hand gestures indicating the motion of getting bigger and
bigger, connecting to the concept of zooming in to get a more
detailed view of the car. The motion example also included
billiard balls knocking together as an illustration of how the
timeline should construct itself on the screen. The material
example included images of marbles in a row and a toy-plane
made of shiny metal. Finally, the interaction example included a performer juggling with crystal balls.

Next, we asked them to perform two main activities. First,
we asked the designers to explain the design from the previous session to their new partner. We told the developers to
assume that they needed to start programming from this explanation. Then, we asked both designer and developer to
design a communicative artifact that designers could deliver
to developers that would best capture the needs of the developers to make the artifact and the needs of the designers to
effectively capture their vision. In the end, we asked all of
the groups to share their designs.

Figure 3. Interface for an online flight reservation system
Workshop 2 I Findings

Figure 3 shows the wireframe for an airplane reservation
system. Moving from left to right, the novel controls involve:
a set of sliders for expressing the user’s desires for different
features; a list of plane shapes that works as a visualization of
items that match the criteria where the top-most planes are
the closest match, and that uses relative spacing to better
communicate the closeness of the match; a list of flight details; and a “dressing room” area where the user can keep a
set of flights they consider interesting.

Following the second workshop, we again reviewed our
notes and watched the videos we had taken, looking for
points of intersection across the four teams. We identified
three main insights from the refinement task:
1. There is a need for a tool that can rough out motion using
capturing technologies, and that can allow users to refine
the properties of the rough motion.
2. Examples are used as inspirations and for deriving properties, applied to the interactive behaviors.
3. There is a need to support multiple versions to support
iterative cycles and creativity.

For the airplane reservation system, the gesture example included sorting for search. The motion example included a
video of circus performers sliding face down on poles as an
indication of the motion of the planes when providing feed-

For the communication, we identified three main insights:
1. Participants found static, annotated screens to be inadequate in support of communication and transfer of the design concept.

Figure 2. Interface for an online used car purchasing system
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2. Designers and developers had quite differing views of
what context means. Designers focused on the user’s context of use while developers seemed more interested in the
context of the screen and the relationship between the different interactive elements.
3. Movies that capture the underlying user scenarios and that
also document the dynamic changes in the interface were
seen as the most effective technique for communicating a
refined design.

April 10–15, 2010, Atlanta, GA, USA

Participants also expressed a need for the refinement tool to
support working with many iterations of the same design,
allowing designers to broadly explore the small details in the
behaviors. One team, which approached properties through
the application of layers, talked about how this would allow
designers to more easily make and reflect on many iterations.
The designer could add or remove various layers or adjust
the details of a specific layer to rapidly try new ideas. One
team imagined tools having the ability to add, copy, delete,
show, hide, and save multiple behaviors by simply closing
the layers. They also designed a timeline feature for each
interactive object. By simply applying multiple layers, they
could trigger events or the relationships between different
interactive objects on the interface.

Refinement

All of the groups expressed a desire for tools that would allow them to use gestures to create rough motion sketches.
For example, one of the teams wanted to capture the motion
of wiggling, by gesturing the movement using the mouse. An
ability to sketch motion with gesture also connects to an exploration of other major properties such as size and rotation.
In the design of their tools, participants expressed the need to
make and reflect on many motion sketches. They wanted the
ability to keep making rough moves till discovering the one
that seemed to fit best, working to express an idea they had in
their head as well as reacting to this idea as the tool gave it an
initial form. Once they had a rough approximation of the
movement, they would want to begin to refine the smaller
details using other tools.

Communication

In the communication task, all of the designers struggled to
describe the refined design to the developers using the static
wireframes and adding annotations of hand written text and
arrows. In one team, the designer repeatedly walked the developer through the design only to receive puzzled looks. At
one point the developer noted that the wireframe and annotations did a poor job of conveying a design she felt was still
largely in the designer’s head.
One approach designers used to make the wireframes more
effective was to gesture on top of the wireframe, indicating
with motion and their voice how different elements reacted
while running through a simple scenario of use. The gestures
seemed much more effective at communicating the motion
and the changes over time than the annotations.

All of the teams were inspired by the examples we provided
as part of the materials for communicating the design they
were to refine. In general, they relied on these heavily for
motivating the refinement of the designs. In considering the
refinement, several teams began to derive properties from the
examples. They derived characteristics from given examples
such as size, speed, timing, nuance, 3D behavior in 2D space,
gravity, smoothness, and rotation. They wanted to be able to
create new properties within the refinement tool that are
mapped to aspects of the examples, to manipulate the more
subtle aspects of the refined design. Interestingly, these properties were related to the specific context of the example and
not to some more general set of properties for describing
behavior.

The designers focused on the need to provide very exact details of what the system was supposed to do. They particularly focused a great deal of effort on expressing the nuanced
qualities of motion. They claimed that the motion was difficult to explain while the user’s actions and the system’s
feedback were much easier. Some teams even suggested a
tool that would allow designers to make direct references to
the examples they used to motivate the work as a way of
more effectively communicating their design.

In addition to properties from the examples, the design teams
wanted to create their own properties that could apply to the
elements they had added and to the motions they had
roughed in with the gesture tool. Like the properties from the
examples, these were not meant to be universal properties,
but properties related to needs specific to an element. For
example, in trying to define the behavior of motion, one team
wanted to create a property that would allow them to specify
the flow of an object similar to how a physical object might
slide differently on a carpeted surface or on a polished stone
surface. This range from carpet to polished stone was specific to the movement of this one element on the screen. One
team suggested manipulating these properties on top of the
rough movements using a layered stage idea similar to how
music software works. They could keep applying different
properties that would interact with each other in the same
way different sounds begin to blend together.

In contrast to designers’ concern for the expressive quality of
motion, the developers seemed less focused on understanding the subtle details and more concerned with general issues
of implementation, crystallized by questions such as “Can
this be built?” or “Will it be cost effective?” To address this
discrepancy, one team suggested that a new tool would allow
the development team to define boundaries on the supported
interactive behaviors and their interrelations before designers
began to conceive of ideas. This would help guide the designer in producing something with the aesthetic quality they
desired, but that could also be built.
All teams agreed that communication would be much improved if designers had tools that allowed them to make example movies detailing the interaction. One team suggested
using animation, whereas the others stated the need to capture physical movement as a way to communicate the nuances of the movements that designers intended. One team
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suggested the ability to record annotations and gestures that
would appear on top of the screen over time as a scenario of
use unfolded. This would allow the many different scenarios
of use to be attached to a few core screens.
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experience in the world. Based on their ease of working and
success at generating ideas, we are not at all confident that
they should use electronic tools at this point in the process;
tools that tend to focus their attention on a screen and away
from the felt-life experience of being the user in context.
Instead, we feel designers should engage with a digital tool
once they have selected a design direction and want to generate a more detailed concept that they can then refine and
transfer to developers. Having decided on the design direction, however, there needs to be a tool that is flexible enough
to help the designer to translate the material that has been
explored during the conceiving phase. To provide such flexibility, tools need to bridge from ideation to both the conceiving and refinement phases.

While all teams agreed on the need for movies and scenarios
of use that supported the movies, there was less agreement
on the focus of context for these movies. The designers all
seemed to work from the perspective of the user, focusing on
the movement through a specific task and on the relationships between expression, feedforward and feedback for a
single interaction. The developers, on the other hand, had a
much greater interest in the relationship between many different onscreen elements. After recognizing this mismatch,
one of the teams suggested a tool that could automatically
generate the relationships of elements by examining their
behavior across the many scenarios.

Support for refinement

In supporting the refinement process, a new tool should have
the ability to store the many different examples that motivate
a design or that connect to a specific control used within a
design. In the workshop, we saw designers draw from examples of motion, interaction, and materials. In addition, we
watched the teams in the second workshop draw from these
examples in order to gain enough understanding of a design
direction that they could begin to refine the idea. Ideally the
tool would allow designers to toggle between at least two
views: one focused on the design of a specific screen or control; and one that allows them to review, add, and comment
the various resources that have been collected in support of
this design direction.

Finally, all groups suggested a feature for translating motion
into numerical data of variables (axis, X curve, time, etc.)
that could be translated into code by developers. From their
perspective, this not only helped designers to overcome the
programming barrier, but also helped both designers and
developers improve communication. For developers, it
would be helpful if designers could express – in a language
developers are familiar with – variables they anticipate
would be manipulated.
DISCUSSION AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

In reflecting on the findings from the workshops, we identified four sets of design implications around a new type of
tool that would better support interaction designers. These
cover nature of the immaterial materiality, scope of the tool’s
use during the design process, the specific details for supporting the refinement phase, and a new framing of communication between designers and developers.

Based on our observation that designers’ draw inspiration
from the user context, channeling the user to continually engage in a scenario-based design approach [8], we suggest
that this tool also be organized around specific scenarios of
use. We suspect that designers will know that they are ready
to move from the rough conception of materials to this refining tool when they have produced a set of representative
scenarios and have the basic steps that the user needs to take
for each. The designer could set the tool up with the set of
scenarios they want to detail, and then they could load universal resources such as personas, and scenario-specific resources such as storyboards of users interacting with the
product in the context of use.

Nature of the Immaterial Materiality

While exploring the form of interactions for the controls,
participants used material dimensions of physicality, motion,
and interaction examples. They deployed verbal and visual
expressions, gestures and scenarios as ways to experiment
with these material dimensions. Participants perceived these
materials as inspirational, functional, or communicative resources. The interplay between the form and material of interactions for the controls happened through context, both as
a repository of materials, and as exploration of form. A future tool would ideally grasp the immaterial materiality of
software at least in these three dimensions and through a
better understanding of context, both as material resource
and form exploration.

A successful tool would also allow designers to freely express the motion and then provide some properties for refining the motion. This would allow them to move quickly from
many rough sketches to the refinement of a single idea. The
issue of properties is less certain. Clearly designers wanted
properties specific to a given example while developers expressed the need for a universal set of properties. Work similar to that of Lim [18] might provide a middle point for properties. However, more investigation is needed to find harmony between these perspectives.

Scope of tool

In general, it appeared that designers worked quite successfully to conceive of novel controls. We witnessed them repeatedly working by taking the perspective of the user in the
context of use and then conceiving what the interaction
might be [37]. Additionally, we witnessed that they derived
inspiration from gestures and examples with which they had

Finally, the tool should support the ability to make, store, and
easily access several versions of both the complete design
and of each individual control. Ideally, if a control is used
across multiple scenarios, then this control could be accessed
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from within each of the scenario interfaces that require it.
The tool might even have a main repository, so that if a design team member updates the behavior of a control for one
scenario/interface, they could easily see the ramifications of
this change across all of the interfaces.
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and a creative exchange of ideas, allowing for reflection in
and on action from both developers and designers.
CONCLUSION

Software systems expect designers to know what they want
to make before beginning the process of making with universal properties limiting the scope of exploration. This structure
blocks the ability to have a conversation with the material,
where designers rough out ideas (reflecting in action) and
then critique what they have done (reflecting on action) in
order to conceive of and refine a new idea. Today most interaction designers transfer their design concepts to developers
using, static, annotated screens. These transfers are often less
than ideal, as the designer has not had enough feedback to
know if this is the design they want, but the developer sees
this hand-off as something more akin to a specification that
should be implemented as described.

Communication

Throughout the conceiving and refining phases, designers
engage in a process of making, of reflecting in and on action,
as they resolve both the whole product and the small details
of the product. In general, most of this type of making is focused on getting the idea out of a person and then critique
that idea within the design team. However, as a design advances, the type of making begins to change, with a focus on
making in order to communicate the idea to others. Designers
working on novel controls generally have two main stakeholders they must communicate with: (i) developers who will
implement these designs and (ii) clients and/or product managers, with whom they must reach a common agreement on
what is desired.

In order to better understand the dimensions of a new kind of
tool that could support designers in having more effective
conversations with software, we conducted two participatory
design workshops, looking at conception, refinement, and
communication of novel controls. Our findings indicate the
need for a tool that can support refinement and communication. Such a tool needs to be able to record the outputs of the
conceiving phase, including scenarios and examples of
physicality, motion and interaction. In addition, it needs to
support gesture as a way for designers to roughly communicate the motions they desire.

During our second workshop, we watched designers struggle
to communicate their ideas using static, annotated screens. In
general, these worked better when designers could gesture
their ideas on top of the screens, but all participants asked for
more. They wanted movies that capture the user moving
through a scenario and that capture the changes taking place
on the screen. In a sense, the output they desire is similar to
the output designers can achieve using tools like Adobe’s
Flash or Catalyst. However, in reflecting on the interactions
and process we observed, we see a new opportunity. We feel
the process of transferring a design from designers to developers would be significantly improved by recasting the output of the design process from a specification of what specifically should be built, to a boundary object that allows
designers and developers to engage in an effective conversation as to what is desirable, probable, and possible.

The output of the system should be a dynamic boundary object that contains scenario driven movies of the refined interactions that the design team desires as a starting place for a
conversation with developers on what can be made given the
issues of time, budget, and platform.
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